Gap-fill exercise
Fill in the gaps with the correct verb, in the correct form.

(not) earn  inherit  borrow  lend  steal  find  invest
waste  pay (back)  owe  withdraw

1) When I was younger, I ______________ some money in Nokia. It was a really good idea because the company has been very successful, and I have made a lot of money.

2) I was very sad when my grandfather died, but I used the money I _____________ from him to study, and I think he would be very happy that I am a teacher now.

3) Claire works as a secretary, but she ______________ much money, so her mum often has to ______________ her some.

4) A couple of years ago I ______________ £20 outside the pub. I ______________ it all on things I didn’t need.

5) When I was a student I had to ______________ lots of money from the bank. I ______________ all the money back last year, so now I don’t __________ the bank anything.

6) You should be careful when you ______________ money from a cashpoint machine because somebody might be behind you waiting to ______________ it from you.